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You are an architect, and you have to give the constructors the correct information so they can build a house in a reasonable time for
the Addams Family. You will need to tell them how much the project will cost, what the structure will look like, and what tools they
need. The Addams Family heard that you make great houses, and you better prove them right!!!

Make a plan of the steps of building a houseUse that information to make a Powerpoint of the stepsDesign a house by yourselfUse
your information to make a reasonable estimate of the costDo the same for the correct toolsPut all this into your presentation

Make a step-by-step plan of the process of building a house on the worksheet providedUse that design/plan to make a Powerpoint of
the stepsGo to&nbsp;http://www.homestyler.com/designer to make&nbsp;your own housePut that home design into your Powerpoint
and label each thing you've addedDepending on the size of your house, make an estimated price of the houseUsing basic
knowledge, and research, put a slide into your Powerpoint of the tools necessary of construction a houseUse the links in
http://www.building-a-home-info.com/&nbsp;to gather informationYou may also use http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Housebuilding&nbsp;to gather informationMake a final paragraph of everything you have done in this project
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Here you will sum up all your information in a brief paragraph. It may be typed or hand written. This paragraph must include the price,
tools, and the step-by-step plan of the house.
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Thank you for viewing my Webquest! I hope you were able to complete this in time!

